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Who's YOSI?

YOSI is an Azure-based solution that enables you to provide a

virtual assistant that grants help, 24/7/365 support, and

immediate response to users outside your organization.
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YOSI, it is able to automate repetitive processes of the organization, thus freeing up the

workload in man hours and, likewise, providing a continuous service 24/7/365. Minimizes

customer response times, because it's an online and immediate service.

VALUE PROPOSAL OF THE BOT 
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YOSI it is composed of a number of cloud technologies, such as: Storage, Cognitive

Services, WebApps, Application Insights, among others, that allow to grant that

component of Artificial Intelligence required to understand the natural language,

with which we communicate commonly, to be able to attend and process based on

that layer of intelligence, requests, doubts and / or claims of external users.
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1. The user performs an interaction with the Bot 
through any channel where it is published.

2. Bot Service authenticates to Azure Active Directory.
3. Keys are retrieved from key vault so that the Bot can 

make requests and consume services.
4. User interaction is sent to services as scheduled the 

conversation flow for example to check if it is a 
known intent and, if not, verify through the 
knowledge base whether it has a response.

5. Returns the response of the consultation made to the 
services.

6. Stores the conversation received feedback and Bot 
status logs.

7. Returns to the user the response corresponding to 
the query made to the services.

Once conversations are stored, a Machine Learning model 
is applied that performs a sentiment analysis, this through 
the Text Analitycs API.
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1. The user interacts with the Bot through any 
channel where it is published (Teams Web).

2. User interaction is sent to services as 
scheduled conversation flow for example 
check if it is a known intent and otherally
verify through the knowledge base if you 
have a response.

3. Returns the response of the consultation 
made to the services.

4. Stores the conversation with received 
feedback and Bot status logs.

5. Returns to the user the response 
corresponding to the query to the services.
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APPLICATION OR CLAIM CARE
Step 1 
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POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS OFFERED BY CHATBOT
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Cost Reduction

Claims Solution

Customer Service 24/7/365 

Immediate Response

Continuous Learning
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